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his is my final report after a very pleasant year as
your President, representing the Old Boys at School
events. I handed over the chain of office to
Richard Ratcliffe at
the OM supper on 27
March and wish him
well for the coming
year.

The Annual Supper followed on from the AGM and I
was very pleased to see a table of my contemporaries
present, including two previous OM Presidents. In order
to give Mark sufficient time to explain the MGS
development fund, the other speeches were shorter this
year. Also present was the School Captain, Ben
Johnston, and some of the senior prefects, who reduced
the average age of the attendees considerably.

The MGS Parents’
Association held its
annual Quiz on Friday
6 February, which my
wife Diana and I
attended. It was a fun
evening with Mark
Tomkins as question
master. It would be
good to get a better
representation of
OMs at PTA events
and encourage them to attend ours.

Apart from owning up to my frequent attendance at
Detention during my school years, my speech of welcome
to the guests concerned one of our previous OM
presidents, Lord Beeching. It was in reaction to the
closure of Kent and East Sussex Railway while he was
British Railways Chairman, that Tony Hocking and I set
out to rescue it when we were in the sixth form. Some
54 years later the Rother Valley Railway is continuing
the project.

The next event was a purely MGS occasion and was
the spring concert, where pupils displayed their musical
talents. It is good to see MGS keeping up its musical
tradition and makes the case for the performing arts
centre being the next project after the refurbishment of
the pavilion.
We had rather more people than usual at the AGM on
27th March and were able to persuade some of the
more recent OMs to join the committee. The OM trust
fund remains healthy, mainly because we have had few
calls for help this year. We need to get the message out
to the school that it exists to help pupils with their
education, particularly where other avenues are
unavailable or slow to respond.
The other success story this year has been the Mentoring
Scheme run by Peter Weaver which has called on the
experience of OMs to offer advice and assistance to
current pupils. We look forward to extending this as we
get more OMs signed up. Again the experience of the
younger OMs will be invaluable.

The Toast to the School was
given by Allen Simpson, an
OM who is standing as
Labour candidate for
Maidstone at the next
election. He spoke about the
continuing role of schools like
MGS in the education of the
youth of Maidstone.

A lle n S im pso n

Allen pointed out that the Mercator projection used in
atlases gives an exaggerated prominence to UK and
Europe. Africa, for example, is many times the size and
the balance of economic power may move there. The
only thing that keeps Britain afloat is our education and
reputation. Maidstone has played a key part in both of
them in the past and Allen looks for that to continue.
At the end of the supper it was a pleasure to present the
Alec Stewart Memorial tankard to Jordan Chambers,
and the Ted Clifford award to Joshua Gray. Both are
obviously destined for great things.
Having stepped down I would like to thank the
committee who have supported me in my year of office,
and Mark Tomkins and the School for making it such
an enjoyable year.
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During this academic year Maidstone Grammar School has been launching the MGS Development Fund to the
school community, and at the OM Supper on Friday, 27th March, it was time for Old Maidstonians to hear what it is
all about. Please now spend a few minutes reading this article, and I hope that you too will understand more about
the principles behind the Fund.
Essentially the MGS Development Fund is being created to foster, in all of those who care about Maidstone Grammar
School, a lifelong interest in sustaining its values and developing its future. The Fund will rely on the goodwill,
commitment and generosity of the entire school community: governors, staff, past and present students, parents and
other friends of the School, both individual and corporate.
It will have two aims. As the name suggests, it will specifically support the school’s developments: those on-going
building projects which will enhance the school’s learning environment for future students and staff. Its other, and
primary role, is to establish, nurture and maintain relationships with our alumni, whether they left in 1950 or in June
last year, and this has already started, with very positive results.
This fund will not be a quick-fix solution; it is about fostering a life-long interest in the School, developing its ethos,
maintaining its traditions, ensuring its future, and providing the best possible educational experience, in the best
possible environment, for everyone who walks through the doors.
Now some of you may be thinking that you never benefited from a similar fund when you were at MGS, that you did
not benefit from previous generations of giving, and that MGS should be funded completely by the state. But fundraising in schools is nothing new: they have been doing it for decades. This school collected money for the War
Savings Association in the First World War and, in the Easter term of 1918, raised £616 1s, a colossal amount,
worth over £30,000 in today’s money. Money was raised to purchase our splendid stained glass memorial windows,
and we are proud to continue fund-raising for charities to this day.
In 1870, the previous school building, which was in Tonbridge Road, was built largely from public subscriptions. The
current school pavilion was originally built in 1930, when the School moved to this site, and cost £1,160, most of
which was contributed by boys of the School, Old Maidstonians, parents and friends of the School. Maidstone
Grammar School would not be here had it not been for the absolutely incredible generosity of previous generations
of parents, alumni and members of the wider community.
So why are we launching this Fund? Simply, we need to bridge the gap between declining government funding and
our wish to provide the first-class facilities and opportunities for current and future Maidstonians.
But, to emphasise again, the over-arching principle behind all of this, and the primary role of the Development Fund,
is the building and strengthening of relationships within the whole school community, whether they be social, educational
or financial. Being blunt, we are far more likely to help, become involved with, or donate to a charity with which we
have a personal connection and a relationship, and we all have a connection with MGS.
The other role of the Development Fund is to support the school’s on-going building projects. We have witnessed over
the last 20 years three new classroom blocks, a new refectory, a refurbished sports hall; all of this money came from
prudent saving and healthy government funding. Our vision for the next ten years is to refurbish the School pavilion

A preview of the proposed pavilion
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that many of you would have experienced as students here, and then move on to redeveloping our music and drama
departments by replacing them with a brand new Performing Arts Centre. We need help though, and this is where
the Development Fund and the school community can help. Over 90 families have already made kind offers of help,
whether they be a lump sum or a monthly amount, but their donations will already generate over £50,000 over the
next five years. Imagine if every family donated £5 per month: we would raise £75,000 each year. Collectively we
can make a difference. We now look to you.
Imagine if, when they leave the School, 100 students pledge just £1 for every year of their age (that’s £19, less than
40p per week) we would make £1900 in the first year. In the second year, the new leavers would donate £1900 and
previous year’s leavers £2000 - and so on. In ten years we would raise about £120,000. Over 20 years we would
raise over £half a million. Now imagine if that culture existed for the next 50 years, and Maidstonians sitting in 2065
at their Old Maidstonian Supper had been giving £1 for every year of their age. It is incredible to think what could be
achieved.
We want to see at MGS what universities have achieved for many years – students giving back to their organisation.
It is going to take time, but it can be done. Your allegiance to Maidstone Grammar School and the fact that you and
many others wish it to see it flourish is fundamental in helping us to achieve this. None of us should ever be afraid of
asking for help when we need it. How often, when we haven’t, have friends said, ‘Why on earth didn’t you call?’?
That is what we are doing now.
I have been known to say that the government provides the bread and butter, but we would like to provide some jam;
and it is this jam that raises MGS above the rest. If you can help in anyway, then we should be positively encouraging
you; thanks also the Old Maidstonian Committee, led by Richard Ratcliffe, which is completely behind the School.
Finally, I would like to say that I do not apologise for asking for help. Not asking will definitely result in no help. Asking
may result in some and, as my mum would say, there is no harm in asking. Thank you ever so much for spending
some time reading this article, allowing me to explain how we see the School developing in the future, and how we
believe we can achieve that. If you would like to know more please do go on to the School website and click on the
Development Fund pages, or e-mail the Development Office at developmentoffice@mgs-kent.org.uk

We are now in the Spring again, with
winter banished behind us: I always
regard the Old Maidstonian Supper
as a sign that we have ‘turned the
corner’. This year, as we turn that
corner, the Committee has seen fit
to elect me as your President for
2015 – 2016. This is indeed an
honour and only two past OMs have
served more than once. One of them, Ken Loveland
held the fort from, 1940 to 1946 in exceptional
circumstances.
The Supper was an excellent event this year and our
guest speaker, Allen Simpson, provided us with a succinct
insight into the world of economics and floated some
ideas about the world affairs backdrop we face as a
nation, which you’ll never see in the newspapers. Good
food for thought.
The main thrust of the evening – and a first I think with
the provision of a PowerPoint presentation – came from
the Headmaster who ‘launched’ to us as a Society the
School Development Trust in its final form. The fund will
provide long-term solutions to buildings and facilities
beyond the scope of current Government funding. There
is full coverage elsewhere in this edition but I do ask you

all to do what you can to support this worthy initiative.
As I wrote last time: The Society will play a major role in
generating funds for our old school. It is a fact that
high-quality education in the secondary sector (i.e. in
Grammar Schools) will only be sustainable going
forward with financial inputs from sources other than
HMG. The Government’s re-alignment of secondary
education funding - albeit from a supposedly constant
pot of money – will disadvantage the likes of MGS.
Our support for the School in mobilising support for
the CCF was successful and the crazy plan for funding
new cadet forces at the expense of existing ones, was
rejected by the MoD after considerable lobbying from
MGS and schools like it, and from influential dignitaries
such as the Lord Lieutenant of Kent.
I commend to you all the Mentor Scheme through which
OMs with experience in their chosen professions, can
pass on some of that knowledge to students wishing to
know more about the opportunities available to them.
The summer and the cricket season are nearly here and
I hope that support for the Old Boys’ Cricket match will
be strong. I look forward to being there and at other
summer functions, representing the Society and
strengthening further our links with the School.
Warm wishes to you all.
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Membership at the end of 2013:

1068



Membership at the end of 2014:

1322

(Currently includes members not responding - below)



Members not responding to request
for donation:

28

Members requested to be removed
from the register in 2014:

2



Deceased in 2014:

8



Lost contact in 2014:

6



New members in 2014:



270

The accounts are fairly healthy at the moment, with
almost £11,000 in the Trust Fund. Full accounts were
presented at the recent AGM.

The Webmaster’s work over the past year has consisted
primarily of maintenance, and putting information on
to the website and the LinkedIn group. There are 350
members in the Facebook group, and a Twitter account
will be moderated carefully, to avoid unguarded or
inappropriate comments. Malcolm has now made
Graham Belson’s work much easier and less labourintensive by creating an effective mailing list system.

The OM Society is registered with EasyFundraising,
which enables supporters to donate, at no cost to
themselves, when doing online shopping. All money
received will go the OM charitable trust (for details of
this see our website). We hope that OMs will join
EasyFundraising: amounts raised per transaction are
small, but the cumulative value could be considerable.
Many major online retailers participate: for example,
Argos, Amazon, Apple Store, John Lewis, M&S ...
The effort required after initial signup can be minimised
by downloading a toolbar for your browser which
automatically tells you when you are accessing a retailer
which participates in the scheme and enables you to
make your donation, once you have logged into your
EasyFundraising account. You can find the download
at http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/raise-more/findand-remind/
Here’s a bit more detail. EasyFundraising is a shopping
portal in which goods ordered on the internet through
EasyFundraising result in donations to a charity – in
this case the Old Maidstonian Society. The donations
come from the retailers and indeed, the unique selling
point of EasyFundraising is that it enables people to
shop online and receive donations to their charity at no
cost to themselves. To date over £7,000,000 has been
donated to U.K. good causes.
The site is: http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk . The
unique EasyFundraising link which you should use to
register is http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/
oms.
For some fuller information see the following page of
the OM website:
http://www.oldmaidstonians.co.uk/fundraising/

~~~~~+++~~~~~

Alan Coulson (1963 to 1970) says that he always enjoys reading the newsletters, although fewer and fewer of the
names mentioned are familiar to him.
‘I read George Granycombe’s article with interest - although I started at MGS the same year as George left
(1963), most of the staff he mentioned were still at the school when I joined in 1963, and then left in 1970. The
picture of Mr Kemp is a classic! Sadly Alec Stewart was not amongst those who outlasted my time, having passed
away suddenly a few years earlier. A fitting tribute to ‘Tish’ was the Sports Hall which I got to enjoy for a year or so
before I left.
‘My wife and I were visiting England for a few days in early October and dropped in at the school one morning. (I
emigrated to Canada in 1975). Ted (a prefect) kindly gave up some of his spare time to show us round the school,
to see what was new and also what was still unchanged from 1970. He listened patiently while I rambled on about
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my days at MGS. There was a look of horror when we passed the noticeboard area and I explained, “that pillar is
where Bernard Moody used to post the list of those kids who had recently received six of the best on their backsides”
- I guess that canings don’t happen any longer! (Editor’s note: they don’t!)
‘It was nice to see that Alec Stewart’s name still appears at the entrance to the “new” sports hall. The new refectory
looks a lot more inviting than the old canteen where we used to eat our school dinners. (Comments on quality
deemed inappropriate for this communication.)
‘The new wing behind the refectory replaced “Nogger” Knight’s woodworking shop. My few attempts at carpentry
gave him endless hours of amusement and it was clear from day one that carpentry would not be the profession
that I would enter when I left MGS. That career ended up being in Banking - first with Barclays for five years, then
38 years with the Bank of Montreal in Canada. I retired in 2013.
‘I’ve lost touch with most people from my MGS days, but did meet up with Peter Kirby (1963 to 70) while we were
in the UK – the first time we’d seen each other for around 30 years.’

Peter Day (1949 to 1957) wrote to express his thanks for the previous newsletter, and said that it is always a
pleasure to learn what is going on at MGS. He went on, ‘I live in Oxford and, no longer having relatives in Kent,
don’t visit the Maidstone area these days, except rapidly in passing on the M20 going to the car-ferry in Dover!
However, I was in touch with the Headmaster recently, having sent him a copy of my recently-published memoir to
place in the school library; it contains a couple of chapters centred on East Malling - where I grew up - and MGS.
‘After MGS, I went to Wadham College, Oxford to read Chemistry and then on to St. John’s, Oxford as Tutorial
Fellow in Chemistry until 1988, when I migrated to Grenoble as Director of a European research institute called the
Institut Laue-Langevin. After that, I spent seven years as Director of the Royal Institution in London before deciding
that I had done enough directing for one lifetime! Some of that - and more - is recounted in the memoir, called
On The Cucumber Tree: Scenes from the Life of an Itinerant Jobbing Scientist (you will have to read the quotation
on the title page to find out why).’

Peter’s book (ISBN-13 978-1-84530-119-4), is available from Amazon, and from the publisher, The Grimsay Press.
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Paul East (1956 to 1963) says that he was going through his old belongings (which had not been stolen!), and
found an article about the Maidstone pop group called ‘The Web’, one of
whose members was OM Michael Williamson. He is quoted as saying
that the group needed ‘much more practice and experience’.
Paul also found a photograph of Michael Rand’s (1957 to 1961) 21st
birthday party.

Both pictures taken from
The Kent Messenger

Members of The Web pop group. Left to right: Steven Bush, Chris
Gammon, Michael Williamson, Tony Skinner and Michael Williams.

Michael, the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs.R.T.Rand of 5 Wilson Close, Maidstone,
celebrated his 21st birthday at a party in The Old Palace on Saturday. (KM 11.12.65)

Geoffrey Hosking (1952 to 1960) was made OBE in the New Year Honours list. He is of course a Past President
of the Society, and an official letter of congratulation has been sent to him. Geoffrey’s citation made specific
mention of his being a co-founder of Nightline, which is a student self-help telephone service, which was first launched
at Essex University in May 1970. It was set up by the then Anglican Chaplain, Rev Malcolm France, and Geoffrey
gave him a lot of help in running the training course, and then getting the thing going. It was completely new and
experimental, but worked unexpectedly well, and there are now 36 Nightlines in the UK, serving nearly 100 higher
educational institutions. Geoffrey and his wife Anne first met during the training course, and are still together nearly
45 years later!
Geoffrey wrote in January, ‘I am not following the Russian-Ukrainian crisis from day to day, like some of my colleagues
at the School of Slavonic Studies, but this evening I am giving a talk on the history of Ukraine to a graduate student
society called Platform Ukraine.
‘I expect to be delivering a short course of lectures in the second half of March on the history of trust (my latest book,
Oxford University Press) at Moscow University, so alas will probably not be able to attend the Annual Dinner. Mind
you, everything concerning Russia is unpredictable right now, so who knows…’
Geoffrey reports that his brother, Andy Hosking (1955 to 1963) is now retired, and living in Ilkley.
Robert Stevenson (1939 to 1947) was awarded an MBE in June 2009 for voluntary service to athletics, hockey
and scouting in Northern Ireland.

Robin Ambrose (1950 to 1957) writes about a written history of the Mote Cricket Club, which, in referring to the
1931 season, tells of C. E. Miller, who is described as ‘an interesting young man’. He had played for the Mote
whilst still at MGS, and whilst awaiting the start of his studies at Oxford. At school, he had been Head Boy, Senior
Sergeant in the OTC, Captain of cricket and a member of the rugby team. Later, he captained the cricket team for
St John’s College, Oxford. Clearly, he was a very able chap, and Robin asks if anyone has any memories of him, or
information about what he went on to do.
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There have been some attempts to identify the coats of arms which appear in the stained glass windows above the
staircase which leads up to the hall gallery. It was suggested that ‘CR’ referred to ‘Rich of Otford’, as in 2008,
Diana Caley came up with the following analysis:


The left-hand coat of arms is quite straightforward. Its blazon is: ‘Sable a chevron ermine between two lions
passant argent.’ The arms are those of RICH of Otford.



The right-hand coat of arms is more questionable. Papworth’s ‘Ordinary of British Armorials’ records
another RICH as: ‘Azure on a cross argent five mullets of the first.’ But here the mullets appear to be gules
and have six points, rather than the normal five.



(Sable = black; argent = silver; azure = blue; gules = red; ‘of the first’ = the first colour mentioned.)

In the online film of the school, which is on YouTube, the editor thinks that he noticed these windows being shown as
part of a display which was held at the school in 1971, with some reference to (he thinks) ‘school benefactors’. A
pure guess on the part of the editor is that perhaps the Rich family had boys at the school and contributed funds for
the new building in 1929 – they might have funded the cloisters, for example. (See the Head Master’s comments
above about historical funding on page 2.) On the other hand, the windows (like the war memorial windows in the
hall) might have been transferred from the old Tonbridge Road building, or, as someone else has suggested, even
from Corpus Christi Hall. (Lois Birrell thinks that CR’s window was transferred from the Tonbridge Road site, and
perhaps from Corpus Christi in 1871, as there is a photograph of the old school hall with what she believes is the
very same window.)
A Google search on the Internet has provided very little information about Rich of Otford, but there is one bizarre
item, which seems to go like this: various American court records refer to a complex case involving attempts to trap
a fraudster called Marc Rich. The case was called ‘The Otford Project’, so this is suggestive at least, but nothing
further has been found.
(In the Globe magazine, ‘Around the Globe, 50’ (2012), there was an article entitled ‘You Couldn’t Make It Up’, in
which the author wrote of Sir Philip Sidney, ‘Most of Sidney’s sonnets sound autobiographical. For instance, several
bewail the fact that the woman he loves has a husband who is “Rich”, and biographers confirm that Sidney’s love,
Penelope (“Stella”) Devereux was unhappily married to Robert, Lord Rich.’
Philip Sidney was at Penshurst; was Stella at Otford, which is not far away? (Just speculation on the part of the
editor.)
There is also a suggestion that ‘CR’ might refer to Christian Rice. Christian was the widow of Revd John Rice and she
became a benefactor of the School in 1806. Moreover, Lois thinks that the right-hand coat of arms is that of
Alexander Randall, as it is shown on the front cover of The Maidstonian magazines from 1922 with his name
underneath it!
Can anyone shed any further light on these issues?

The winning team at the Society’s quiz in October, is shown in the picture. The
President presented the engraved cup to three members of the ‘Drama Queens’.
(Left to right: Victoria Stevens, Sarah Stevens, team captain Jolyon McCarthy,
OMS President Gardner Crawley. (The link to the school is that Jolyon’s
stepdaughter is a pupil in Year 12 at MGS.)
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It is with much regret that the Society
records the deaths of Old Maidstonians.
We extend our deepest sympathy to their
families and friends

Ken Kimber wrote with information about Malcolm
Burley, who died at the age of 77 after a lengthy battle
with MS, and latterly, with cancer, both of which he fought
with great courage. Although a ‘top stream’ pupil and a
talented athlete, breaking the school records for both the
mile and the cross-country, he is perhaps best remembered
for crashing the CCF glider into the school building.

Ken was in the physics laboratory on the first floor of the main building on a Wednesday afternoon, and the RAF
section had gone through its usual routine of assembling the glider components at the Mote Park end of the playing
field, and creating the catapult. The latter had several bags on each end of the ‘bungee’ rope, in order to perform
a short ‘hop’.
Suddenly, Ken heard shouts of ‘push the stick forward, boy’ from the Revd G I F Thompson (‘Giff’), who was the
officer in charge. Presumably, he had been distracted, and the lads on the rope had put so much tension on it, that
the glider with Malcolm as pilot, had taken off and was heading towards the school building, with ‘Giff’ in hot
pursuit. Everyone thought that the glider would end up in the quadrangle, but ‘pushing the stick forward’ brought
the nose down, and it crashed into the corner of the building. Fortunately, Malcolm suffered less injury than the
glider, which Ken does not recall ever seeing again. Malcolm was not put off flying, and went on to pilot a Chipmunk
at West Malling airfield.
Malcolm was happily married to Denise for 51 years, and had two children, Pippa and Alistair. He ended a successful
career in education as an OFSTED inspector. However, various mishaps befell him, such as tipping over a full milk
float in Tonbridge Road whilst working during the holiday for Wickens Dairies. He loved jazz and Austin Sevens, and
had both a quirky sense of humour and endearing stubbornness.

The daughter of Anthony John Charles Heard
(1930 to 1938), wrote from Scotland, to say that
her father died in Scone on 21 September 2014.
He had become increasingly frail, but was still alert,
and he looked forward to visits from his family,
and reading MGS newsletters.

Cecil (Cyril) Horne (1939 to 1944) died towards
the end of 2014 at the Heart of Kent Hospice following
a short illness. His daughter, Maggie Baldwin, says that
he attended the school on a scholarship from Loose
County Primary School. (He was born in 1928.) From
their chats, she knew he greatly enjoyed his visit to the
school for the First World War Commemorations.
The family moved to Norfolk earlier in 2014 but had
lived in and around Maidstone for many years, the last
spell being 16 years in Grace Avenue.

The March edition of the Downs Mail reported the death
of OM Robert ‘Bob’ Jennings, at the age of 94.
Bob had lived in Bearsted since 1963. He began an
engineering career before the war, then served as a
dispatch rider and in transport roles. When with the
British Expeditionary Force in France, he was the only
survivor of an attack on a convoy. Bob was evacuated
from Dunkirk, and then served in transport services in
India and the Far East.
Bob’s later civil service career included work with the
Admiralty and the Department of the Environment. After
retirement, he carried out charitable work for the British
Legion.
Bob was married to Sylvia for 52 years (she died in
2002), and he leaves a surviving younger brother, son
Nigel and grandchildren and great-grandchildren. (Full
acknowledgement is given to the Downs Mail for this
information.)

The editor is indebted to obituaries in The Daily Telegraph (12 March), The Times (28 February), and to various
correspondents, for information regarding Professor Ivan Alan Roots (1932 to 1938), who died on 8 February
at the age of 93, and whose funeral was held in Exeter cathedral on 6 March. He had been lecturing across the
country until recently; indeed, the editor attended a lecture that he gave in Maidstone Town Hall a few years ago,
about the town’s role in the English Civil War.
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Ivan lectured at Exeter University for almost 50 years, having studied at Balliol College, Oxford, after gaining an
Open Exhibition. (He is listed on the MGS honours boards in close proximity to the famous Dr Beeching.) He gained
a First Class degree in Modern History in 1941, and then served in the Signals Corps in India and Burma, where he
fought at the so-called ‘Battle of the Admin Box’. After returning briefly to Oxford he took a post at Cardiff University
in 1946, and took up the post of Professor in History at Exeter University in 1967. He served as Dean of the Faculty
of Arts and then as Head of Department of History until his retirement in 1985.
Ivan was a noted academic, and an enthusiastic Cromwellian. As The Times said, he ‘rehabilitated the battered
reputation of Oliver Cromwell, teasing out a subtler man than the one sometimes portrayed as a failed democrat
and bloody dictator who ruled as king in all but name after declaring himself Lord Protector in l653.’ One of his
books became the standard text on the English Civil War. (For details of his many academic achievements, readers
are referred to The Daily Telegraph and The Times obituaries.) In addition, he was president of the Devonshire
Association in 2004, president of the Devon History Society from 1989 to 1993, and president of The Cromwell
Association.
Ivan’s long-standing colleague, Dr Bruce Coleman, described him as ‘... eclectic, not bounded by dogma and
theory, always ready to look at new information and ideas.
‘His personal warmth, the tolerance and enjoyment of others, was unmissable. He had strong loyalties and loyalty
came from others in return. He was a distinguished figure, but there was no swank or pomposity. Colleagues who
knew him would concur in seeing him as “a lovely man”, but there was more to it than a superficiality: love there was
– as a husband, father and family man. As a practitioner of a discipline he was adored, as a colleague and a
friend.’
Ivan retained a huge affection for his home town, and for Maidstone Grammar School in particular. He is survived
by his wife, Tegwyn, and their children Gerrard and Catherine, and by four grandchildren.
~~~~~+++~~~~~

I am delighted to be able to report that the OMS Mentor
Scheme has got off to a promising start. At the time of
writing we have 38 OMs who have volunteered a little
of their time to act as mentors to current students. They
come from a wide variety of professions and
occupations. However, we could do with an even
greater selection. Only by having a large team is it
possible to match the mentors accurately to the interests
of the students. This year there were six students for
whom I could not find a relevant match. (Two of them
were interested in careers in chemical engineering.)

little back to MGS. This is a way in which all members
of The Old Maidstonian Society can help today’s
students. The more mentors we have, the better the
service. Whatever your career is (or has been), however
old (or young) you are, YOU can help. Please send in
a mentor form to me NOW.

One disappointment was that a number of students
who were allocated a mentor, failed to make contact
with him. This is probably down to me. The concept of
a professional mentor is not one with which students
are likely to be familiar. I have to work at it!

Winston Churchill was an Elder Brother of Trinity House,
the organisation which looks after lighthouses and other
aspects of marine safety. He gained this status as he
had been First Lord of the Admiralty.

I would like to see the scheme extended to include more
sixth formers, but also to some younger students who
may be trying to make up their minds about choices of
sixth form subjects, or, indeed, whether they want to go
into the sixth form at all. At the other end of student
life, I would hope that some mentor relationships will
continue well into their professional careers.
The extent of involvement is very much up to each mentor,
but the demands are generally very limited. Please
consider whether you could spare some time to give a

Peter Weaver

Churchill’s French was not good, and General de
Gaulle is said to have commented that he could
understand it only by learning English.
At a conference Churchill wore the splendid blue naval
uniform of a Brother of Trinity House, and Georges
Clémenceau, the French statesman, asked him about
the uniform. Churchill replied in his usual very bad
French, getting the genders wrong: ‘Je suis la frère
de la Trinity’. Clémenceau threw up his hands in
admiration and said, ‘Mon Dieu, quel influence!’
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Gardner Crawley (1955-1962)
gardner.crawley@dalsterling.com
Richard Ratcliffe (1956 -1964) - President and
Chairm an
rbr1@btconnect.com

James Kinsman (1999-2005)
james@macrolevel.co.uk

Dr. Brian White – Secretary; Co-Editor (19621969) drbdwhite@gmail.com Telephone
01622 756660 or 07828 925609, or write
to 26 Little Buckland Avenue, Allington,
Maidstone, ME16 0BG

Prof. Malcolm McCallum (1957-1963)
Webmaster
m.a.h.maccallum@qmul.ac.uk

Graham Belson (1960-1965) Membership
Secretary, Treasurer
oms@oldmaidstonians.org.uk, Tel: 01622
730514 or 07770 738041, or write to 22
Plantation Lane, Bearsted, Maidstone, ME14 4BH.
Frederick Barker (2007-2014)
frederickjrbarker@gmail.com

Ron McCormick (Staff: - 2004)
Simon Pain (1999-2005)
simon@macrolevel.co.uk
Alex Rolfe (2006 to 2013)
alex.j.rolfe@googlemail.com
Peter Sampson (1950-1955)
pjesampson@tiscali.co.uk
Hugo van Mol (2007-2014)
hugojvanmol@hotmail.co.uk

Tony Bishop (1955-1962)
tony_bishop@btinternet.com

Peter Weaver (1950 -1958) Co-Editor
p.weaver@iee.org

Sam Burdett (2007-2014)
s.t.c.burdett@durham.ac.uk
John Clayton (1961-1968)
j.clayton@hikent.org.uk

MGS Headmaster
MGS School Captain

Sam Coppard (2005-2012)
samuel.coppard@btinternet.com

MGS School Vice-Captain
~~~~~+++~~~~~

8th July

First XI vs. OMS Cricket Match

10th July

Founders Day and Junior Speech Day

14th October

OMS Fund-Raising Quiz

The Old Maidstonian
Co-Editors: Brian White
Peter Weaver

We Would Like to Hear From You

Tel: 01622 756660 Email: drbdwhite@gmail.co.uk
Tel: 01435 864541 Email: p.weaver@iee.org

Copy date for next edition: 17th July, 2015

The Society is always very pleased to hear from its members. Please update us as to your post-school history, and we will
publish it in The Old Maidstonian and on the website. If you would like to share with us some anecdotes about your time
at the school then please do contact us. E-mail is a particularly convenient method of reaching us and is preferred.
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The Society has ties, blazer badges, scarves, and several historical books about the school for sale. All
the proceeds go to the Society Awards Fund to support the students.
The items should be ordered using the attached Order Form, and payment may be made either by
forwarding a completed form and cheque to the Society at the School, or by internet transfer and sending
an electronic copy of the form to oms@oldmaidstonians.org.uk

Ties
The striped tie is the original Old Maidstonian Society tie with bands of navy blue, white,
purple and old gold. The stock of these ties has been recently replenished, and the new ties
are polyester and slightly larger than the original at 58" in length, and 3½”wide.
The crested tie is a Jacquard Woven Tie with all-over motifs of the crest in gold, red and
blue on a navy background.
Both ties are £8.50 each including post and packing.

Scarves
A completely new design is now available based upon the
Society colours of navy blue, white, purple and old gold. The
scarves are of pure wool or acrylic fibre and are 70" in length
and 10" wide.
Cost including post and packing: £30 wool or £18 acrylic.

Blazer Badges
The Old Maidstonian Society woven badge is approximately 5" x 3" and is designed to be
sewn onto a blazer.
The badges are for sale at £15 including post and packing.
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Books
WAC: Trials and Triumphs of a Grammar School Headmaster
A history of Maidstone Grammar School from 1925 to 1941 through the final report of Headmaster
Alfred John Woolgar, MA, and from 1942 to 1966 in the Speech Day Reports of Headmaster
William Arthur Claydon, CBE, MA. The book was researched and compiled by James Clinch
(OM 1936-46, staff 1974-91)
Cost: £6.50 including post and packing.

Gaudeamus: An account of Music at Maidstone Grammar School
Published in 1997, this book is the definitive history of music at the school from the early-1900s
with a prelude by Michael Tillet (Old Maidstonian 1932-29) and postlude by David Leeke (staff
1989-2000, OM Society President 2012-13).
The book was researched and compiled by James Clinch (OM 1936-46, staff 1974-91)
Cost: £6.50 including post and packing.

MGS 1549 to 1965 - A Record
There are a limited number of hard-back versions of this publication, which is a revised
and enlarged version of G.B.Philips’s short history of the School produced in 1949, the
quatercentenary year. G B Philips undertook the task in his retirement and the work
was completed by N W Newcombe. The foreword was written by R R Rylands and notes
that the publication, originally produced in 1965, also brings to an end the era of WA
Claydon. (Please note that most have some sort of marking on the covers, and although in good condition, are not perfect.)
Cost: £6.50 including post and packing.

Payment
Facilities are available to make payment using the internet.
The Natwest Bank account details are:
Maidstone Branch, 3 High Street, Maidstone, ME14 1XU
Account:
Old Maidstonian Society
Account no:
00051802
Sort Code:
60-60-08
Please use your surname and initials to assist us in identifying who the payment is from. Would you please also
advise the Membership Secretary either by post, e-mail or letter if you have taken advantage of this facility and
forward a completed order form. Alternatively payment may be made by cheque to: “The Old Maidstonian
Society” and sent to the school.
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